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Summary

A cryptocurrency is a type of digital asset used as an alternative form of exchange and store of value. Cryptocurrency is 

used to encrypt transactions, limit the production of new units, and confirm the transfer of value and assets. Here, the 

network nodes confirm the transactions before they are added to a public data structure known as a distributed ledger 

or blockchain. 

Bitcoin was the first and most widely used cryptocurrency when it was developed in 2008, following the worldwide 

subprime financial crisis of 2007. Its creator, Satoshi Nakamoto, remains unidentified. The catastrophic collapse of the 

world financial systems was brought about by the subprime lending markets, unavoidable downfall. This produced the 

ideal environment for the emergence of digital assets. 

The crypto-verse has rapidly expanded during the past 13 years. With the rapid speed of development, increasing 

accessibility, and more than a decade of battle-setting, the widespread adoption of blockchain technology appears to be 

becoming more and more realistic.  

WAGES is a centralized exchange platform where users can trade and It intends to issue native utility coins named WGS 

through Initial Coin Offering (ICO). This whitepaper is designed to experiment with fresh and creative ideas, by combining 

features and other configuration that was designed by the WAGES team to help us reach our goal.



Vision

Our vision is to create a centralized exchange platform 

with a user-friendly interface and also we plan to create a 

separate blockchain network. In the upcoming days, the 

WAGES coin will be minted for the Casino game. 

Mission 

Our Mission is to explore the concept of coin creation in 

various blockchains to increase the trading volume. We 

have already done so with a cryptocurrency exchange 

platform, an Android ioS-based app that users can trade 

easily. Our goal is to reach all the targeted audiences to 

increase the trading volume and generate high ROI. 



Necessity of Blockchain 

The blockchain is the fundamental technology behind Bitcoin. This helped establish the cryptocurrency industry.       

Without the use of middlemen, it may carry out trustworthy and secure financial transactions between two parties.     

Consider the blockchain as a specific kind of distributed ledger that employs encryption to store irreversible and               

unchangeable recordings of transactional information. By employing peer consensus to validate each transaction, the 

data is preserved over peer-to-peer networks.

Large multinational corporations all over the world are embracing the blockchain, which has emerged as a ground-  

breaking technology in modern society. Some of the popular organizations are making huge expenditures and even      

patenting their blockchain-based innovations to keep a step ahead of competing fintech firms. 

Additionally, blockchain and the Internet of Things (IoT), which is the interconnection of physical items, work well 

together. Minimizing the need for human interaction leads to increased productivity, accuracy, and financial gain in 

addition to comfort.

We have created a WAGES coin using four blockchain networks with each 100 Million total supply in the crypto market.



Why Ethereum for WAGES?

Ethereum is well known for its strong and adaptable smart contract capability. Smart contracts 

are self-executing legal agreements with predetermined terms and conditions that are stored 

on the blockchain. They make it possible to create pre-defined rules with adjustable attributes, 

including token supply, distribution methods, and token standards like ERC-02 or ERC-721. 

Ethereum is excellent for a variety of token creation use cases due to its versatility. Other           

aspects include scalability, transaction costs, and considering updated technologies. 

Why Binance Smart Chain for WAGES?
Binance Smart Chain(BSC) is not usually employed as the network for creating the coin when it 

comes to coin creation on a centralized exchange. The BSC blockchain platform mainly serves 

for the development of dApps and tokens, instead of directly creating coins on a centralized 

exchange.

Tokens created on BSC or other blockchains can be listed on exchanges that support BSC 

tokens, even if BSC is not directly involved in the creation of coins on centralized exchanges. 



Why TRON for WAGES?

TRON is built to handle a high transaction volume, enabling quick and scalable blockchain 

activities. It can perform a significant number of transactions per second due to a consensus 

mechanism. It intends to offer inexpensive transactions by reducing costs involved with token 

transfers and interactions with smart contracts. This can be useful for projects who want to list 

and distribute tokens without charging more transaction fees for their customers. The 

committed and engaged community of Tron actively encourages the expansion and 

improvement of the projects on its network.

Why Polygon for WAGES?
Polygon is a layer 2 scaling solution to overcome the scalability issue with the Ethereum 

network. It offers quicker confirmation times for transactions and a much larger transaction 

volume. Currency transactions can be performed quickly and without interruption even during 

times of higher demand.  



WAGES Coin: Overview 

WAGES coin was created using four blockchains 

and its native coin was named the WGS coin. Users 

can buy, sell and trade coins with other participants 

on the exchange.

WAGES coins are often traded in pairs such as 

BTC/ETH/USD. These trading pairs refer to the 

exchange rate between two different coins. Users 

can place buy or sell orders for specific trading 

pairs to exchange one coin for another.



Potential Benefits of WAGES Coin 
There are various user benefits when you create a coin on a centralized exchange. Some of the major benefits that our 

WAGES coin are listed here, 

Constant trading possibilities 
Centralized exchanges frequently offer market-making services and trading support for WAGES coins. This may aid in 

generating liquidity and stability for the trading pairs for WAGES coin, drawing traders and investors who depend on 

reliable trading possibilities. 

Liquidity to buy/sell coins easily
Comparatively speaking, centralized exchanges tend to have a larger user base and higher trade volumes. This gives your 

coin quick liquidity, making it simple for dealers and investors to buy and sell.

Picking a wide range of audiences in the market
You may reach out to more traders and potential investors by listing your coin on a centralized exchange. This can raise 

interest in the WAGES coin which might boost its value and expand its market.



Security Measures
Established centralized exchanges typically have extensive encryption, two-factor authentication, and anti-fraud 

procedures in action. This strengthens the security of the WAGES coin and fosters user confidence.

Possibilities for collaboration
Centralized exchanges frequently look to collaborate with worthwhile initiatives and coins. You can improve your 

chances of partnering with other projects, which can promote the ecosystem, by listing WAGES coins on a centralized 

exchange.



Overall Tokenomics 

Token / Coin Allocation

Token / Coin name:

WAGES

Token / Coin ticker: 

WGS

Blockchain Network: 

Ethereum, Binance, TRON and Polygon

Total Supply: 

400 Million

 

Token / Coin details 

20%  -  Community

20%  -  Physically and mentally 
       challenged persons

20%  -  Playschools 

20%  -  Old people with health issues 

20%  -  Sports person



Roadmap

Research and planning

Project ideation

Launch a Centralized exchange platform

Token/Coin creation

Q1 - Jan 2023

Q2 - Apr 2023

Q3 - Jun 2023

ICO Development 

Token sale

Token distribution and listing 

Initial Token price -0.01$ 
(Withdrawal will be after 6 months)

Token price -0.03$
(after token listing)

Planning to create own blockchain 

WAGES Chain

Minting WAGES coin for Casino game



Disclaimer

This whitepaper has been equipped merely for informational causes. The 

document shows the potential benefits and overview of the WAGES project 

based on the centralized exchange described herein. This document does 

not represent an offer to buy or invest in any securities or tokens. 

The content displayed in this whitepaper is subject to modification without 

notice. The WAGES project described herein is under development, and the 

functionalities and timelines shown in this document are represented and 

be modified or revised at any time.

The contents of this whitepaper are not considered to offer financial, legal, 

or investment advice. Readers are directed to have suggestions with their 

professional advisors before taking any decisions related to the project 

mentioned herein. 


